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In BIOS Development, Support Makes a Big Difference
When OEMs and ODMs become customers of AMI,
they gain access to AMI’s customer portal, a resource
that gives customers exclusive access to AMI-related
documentation. One of AMI’s customers, a Tier 1 OEM,
has access to AMI’s customer portal and pointed
out the impressiveness of AMI’s documentation.
They credit the easy-to-follow, detailed nature of the
documents and how the documents clearly explain
different aspects of the development process and/or
the corresponding tools that work alongside the BIOS.
There are approximately 160 different advanced
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porting guides written by engineers in simplified
language and documents range up to 138 pages. Any
generic module requires a porting guide and “getting
started” guides are available for customers looking to
setup tools and build for the first time. Other documents
found in the library include: utility manuals, roadmaps,
data sheets, whitepapers, security advisories and the
component guide.
Having access to the portal, OEMs and ODMs find that
the documentation available to them makes the BIOS
development process simple and easy to understand.
AMI’s documentation has consistently been identified
as excellent and coupled with worldwide support by
AMI engineers, AMI has proven how extensive support
can make a big difference.

For more information, visit: http://ami.com
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